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CONCEPT NOTE
On 31st December 1929, Jawaharlal Nehru hoisted the Indian flag on the bank of Ravi
River later asked supporters of Congress to mark 26th January 1930 as 'Indian
Independence Day' and termed it as 'Puma Swaraj' (Complete Freedom). Furthermore,
on 26 Jan 1950, Indian constitution came into force, officially proclaiming India as a
republic by replacing the Indian Government Act of 1935. The fascist mentality and sham
democracy started revealing right after getting independence. Lately, on 26th January
2021, hundreds of thousands of farmers (mostly Sikh) marched into Delhi/ Red Fort to
protest against the draconian farm’s laws introduced by extremist BJP, exposing India as
a fake Union against their secular claims. This is not the only issue that unmasked the
Indian mentality. Numerous Indian Government actions on record substantiate the
reality of Hindutva ideology and their hate for minorities. For example:
a. Forceful Annexation of Kashmir, Goa, Assam, Hyderabad & Junagarh.
b. India has not fulfilled promises with Assamese, Nagaland, and deceiving Sikhs
(Purna Swarage).
c. Draconian Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), revocation of Article 370 and 35A,
AFSPA, POTA- exposed mindset of Indian Elites targeting Minorities.
d. Not fulfilling promises made to the people of IOK at UN (UNSC resolution 47) and
abrogation of the Indian constitution (repealing Article 370 and 35A).
India is a classic example of sham democracy, alienation of minorities freedom struggle
in entire periphery of Hindu heart hand (Kashmir, Punjab, Red corridor states, southern
India), deprivation of lower Hindu classes from basic civil rights, attacking religious
places of minorities, and suppressing religious freedom. The history and a few abovementioned facts 4 prove that India is an imperfect / fake union of contradictory
ideologies. Thus, an effort has been made through this conference to expose India’s true
face as a fake union by discussing historical and latest facts.
Key-Takeaways:




To expose Indian false secular claims in light of the historical facts/events
To highlight and discuss the Indian governments brutal acts on minorities vis-àvis fascists Modi regime
To uncover India in front of the international community and make it accountable

 To devise the right set of instruments/suggestions to counter radicalization by
India
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BRIEF OF THE CONFERENCE
The Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS) in collaboration with the Press
Information Department (PID), Federal Ministry of Information and Broadcasting,
Pakistan jointly organized the online conference ‘’Exposing India as a Fake Union vis-àvis Atrocities by the BJP Regime’’ on 26th January 2022. The conference brought together
a distinguished panel of veteran subject experts, leading academicians, and renowned
scholars to unveil the tyrannies by the Indian government after the so-called ‘Indian
Independence Day’ declared by Jawaharlal Nehru on 26th January 1930. The conference
integrated experts to discuss India’s imperfect/fake union of contradictory ideologies
and brutal acts on minorities and Muslims.

The experts also provided valuable

suggestions to counter radicalization by the fascist Modi regime. The discussion has
exposed Indian false secular claims in light of the historical facts and recent events.
The conference was moderated by Ms. Laraib Fatima Hassan, Communication &
Coordination Executive, Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad. It was
attended by 50 participants and was also viewed live on various social media platforms.
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PROFILES OF SPEAKERS


His Highness Nawab Jahangir Khanji, Nawab of Junagarh - Guest of Honor
Speech and Vote of Thanks
His Highness Nawab Jahangir Khanji is the titular Nawab of
Junagarh. He participated as the Guest of Honor at the
Conference.



Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed Ali, Chairman, MUSLIM Institute
Topic: Junagarh is Pakistan: Exploring Historical facts and Indian
Manipulation
Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed Ali is from the tenth line among
the descendants of Sultan Al Arifin Haḏrat Sultan Bahoo.
Mr. Sultan is the Dewan (Prime Minister) of Junagadh
State. He is Chairman of a research think-tank MUSLIM
Institute (Islamabad-London) working for the Mission of
Unity, Stability & Leadership In Muslims. He overlooks
the operations of the online Oxford-Style Debate platform The MUSLIM Debate. He
is Chief Editor of monthly internationally distributed magazine Mirrat-ul-Arifeen
International and serves as the Chairman of Al-Arifeen Group of Publications & AlArifeen Digital Production.
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Prof. Dr. Mahboob Hussain, Chairman, Department of History and Pakistan
Studies, University of the Punjab, Lahore
Topic: Forced Annexation of Goa, Assam, and Hyderabad: Analysis on
minority crisis in India
Prof. Dr. Mahboob Hussain working as Professor of History
in Department of History & Pakistan Studies, University of
the Punjab, Lahore. He is working as Chairman as well.
Most recently he was attached with Oxford School of Global
and Area Studies, University of Oxford as Post-Doc fellow,
from where he successfully completed his study. He is
Historian and Social Scientist, working on Parliamentary Studies, Modern History
of South Asia with special focus on the Constitutional and Political
institutionalization in Pakistan. He has also written extensively on different social
and political issues in reputed research journals and national newspapers and
conducting Current affair programs on state TV (PTV). His latest book: The
Parliament of Pakistan, Published by Oxford University Press in 2019.



Advocate Ahmer Bilal Soofi, Former Federal Law Minister
Topic: Applying Human Right Laws in the Indian Occupied Kashmir with
Reference to Non-Violent Movement.
Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi is an Advocate of the Supreme
Court of Pakistan. He served as the Federal Minister for
Law, Justice & Parliamentary Affairs and Human Rights.
He is also the founding President of the Research
Society of International Law. He has also served as the
Member Advisory Council of United Nations Human
Rights Committee.
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Prof. Dr. Muhammad Khan, Department of Politics & International Relations,
International Islamic University, Islamabad
Topic: Modi’s Atrocities in Kashmir: Assessing latest situation and options
for Pakistan
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Khan is the former Head of
International Relations Department, in the National
Defence University (NDU), Islamabad until July 18,
2016. He completed his PhD in International Relations
from the University of Karachi in 2002. He is the
founding member of the Faculty of Contemporary
Studies (FCS) in NDU, having five departments now. He
also established the Department of Strategic Studies, Department of Peace and
Conflict Studies and Department of Government and Public Policy in the NDU
Islamabad. Besides, he acted as a pivot in Conceptualizing and restructuring
“Institute of Strategic Studies Research and Analysis” (ISSRA)-a nation al and
international think tank. Dr Khan has been on the Panel of Federal Public Service
Commission of Pakistan from 2007 to 2015. Besides, He is a member of the AJK
Public Service Commission. Dr Khan is also Chairman of the Research and Policy
Forum, being established by AJK Government, the first-ever Think Tank AJK
Government will have.



Dr. Aiysha Safdar, Head of International Relations Department, Kinnaird
College for Women University, Lahore, Pakistan
Topic: BJP-RAW nexus: Detrimental to regional peace and stability
Dr Aiysha Safdar has a PhD in International Relations from
Punjab University, Lahore. She completed her MPhil in
International Relations from Kinnaird College, Lahore and B.A
(Hons) from Kinnaird College as well. Her doctoral thesis is on
“Power politics in Indian Ocean: Impact on regional stability
(2001-2011)”. She is researcher and a teacher and her area of
interest include Security studies, South Asian politics, Strategic and Defense
Studies and Regional Affairs. Prior joining Kinnaird, she was associated with
8
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Pakistan Navy War College where she worked as Directing Staff Research. She was
the Chief Editor of their multiple annual publications, Research Compendium,
Research Treasure and The Beacon. She supervised mid-career Naval Officers
doing their Staff Course for their research reports and service papers. She herself
contributes in various journals. Her earlier work has been published in Institute
of Strategic Studies, Islamabad, Journal of Indian Studies University of the Punjab
and IPRI Journal from Islamabad Policy Research Institute. Currently, she is
working in Kinnaird College as Assistant Professor and serving as the Head of
Department.
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Executive Summary, Analysis & Key Takeaways
(Based on the speeches of respective panelists)
1. Exposing India as a Fake Union vis-à-vis Atrocities by the BJP:


History reveals that on 31st December 1929, Nehru hoisted the Indian flag on the
bank of Ravi River and later declared 26th January 1930 as 'Indian Independence
Day' and termed it as Complete Freedom.



However, the fascist mentality and failed democracy started revealing right after
getting independence. There are numerous examples such as human rights
violation, racial discrimination, ethnic imparities, and forceful Annexation of
various areas, i.e., Kashmir, Goa, Assam, Hyderabad & Junagarh etc.



Presently, massive human rights abuses, state-sponsored terrorism and defying
the right to decide Kashmir’s future have long been the hallmark of India’s illegal
rule in occupied Jammu and Kashmir. Our paradise has suffered the most in this
vicious cycle of Indian atrocities and siege.



A systemic ambiguity and manipulation prevail in the Indian policies and socalled secularism. In 1949/50, India tried to entice the Kashmiris through Article
370, giving it a special status. Later in 1954, Article 35A was added to temporarily
stop the Kashmiri’s in their struggle for achieving their right to selfdetermination.



Behind this brutal Indian strategy, the aim was to gradually absorb Kashmir and
Kashmiris into the Indian union over the period. However, India remained fail to
undo the element of Kashmiriyat from the people of Indian Occupied Kashmir and
their desire to become a part of Pakistan.



In 1990, New Delhi decided to make a final move for terrorizing and brutalizing
Kashmiris for the acceptance of Indian rule and authority of New Delhi as the
authority in the state. These atrocities are still going on in a vicious cycle with
grave consequences.

2. Indian Tyrannies in Kashmir and Human Rights Abuse:


Modi has been following the footprints of Hitler and using the systematic process
of genocide of Kashmiris as the last resort for controlling and illegally
11
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consolidating its occupation in Kashmir. India’s strategy is based on the following
seven major parts:
a. Killing Kashmiris on the spot even in the presence of entire family
and children since Indian military and paramilitary forces have
complete impunity under Indian special power acts, i.e., the Armed
Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special Powers Act (AFSPA) and the
Jammu & Kashmir Public Safety Act (PSA)
b. Arrest the people particularly youth and take them to detention
centres where they are put through a heartless process of tease and
torture until death or paralysis for the rest of their life.
c. Arrest and execution either through staged/fake encounters or else
custodial killings. This is indeed another form India is applying ever
since 1990 but it intensified after 2014 ever since Modi came into
power
d. Detonating and burning houses after alleging that Kashmiri
activists are inside these houses. Thus, there are threats of
retaliation to the Indian security forces.
e. Persecution and raping Kashmiri women while blaming them for
providing protection to their relatives, struggling for their right of
self-determination and opposing the Indian forces openly.
f.

Undertaking massive demographic changes in IOK to reduce the
percentage of the Muslim population by illegally settling the nonKashmiri Hindu population from various parts of India. Under the
new domicile law of 1st April 2020, India has issued millions of
domicile certificates to non-Kashmiri Hindus from various parts of
India which is a grave violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention.

g. Using NIA (National Investigation Authority) as a tool to search any
Kashmiri individually, their houses, offices, workplaces, and the
community centres only to harass, tease and torture Kashmiris.


On 5th August 2019, the Modi government revoked Article 370 and 35A of India’s
constitution in total disregard of United Nations resolutions on the occupied
territory of Jammu & Kashmir.
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In addition to that, India also passed the controversial Citizenship (Amendment)
Act that offers preferential treatment to non-Muslim immigrants from certain
neighboring countries as they seek Indian citizenship on grounds of religious
discrimination.



For India, peace means regional hegemony and bullying weaker or smaller states
and overruling conventions and norms. Thus, the BJP-RSS-RAW nexus, along with
the concept of Mahabharata (Great India) has to be reverted.



In this aspect, the Kashmir policy must entail the strategies like compelling India
to immediately stop the human rights violations in Indian Occupied Kashmir,
constraining India from making the demographic changes in IOK, demilitarization
of population centres in IOK, restricting military deployment only along ceasefire
line (LoC), restoration of the statehood of IOK with special status as it was before
1951, and negotiations for resolving Kashmir dispute under the UN resolutions.

3. Minority Crisis in India and False Façade of Secularism:


India is portraying itself as a global state having a secular mindset but in actual,
the policies of the Indian government are distinctively Hindu extremists. The
construction of a Hindu temple by destroying the 16th-century famous mosque,
the Babri Masjid, clearly shows the non-secular face of the Indian government.



Moreover, religious polarization is one of the big reasons behind Modi’s success in
both elections. In fact, during the second term, Modi’s policies are more aggressive
at home and abroad.



India is using its media to propagate the ideology of Hindutva and fuel hostile
propaganda against Pakistan. Media is used by BJP not only for communications
but also for aggressive messages to win the hearts and minds of BJP voters.



The BJP has come into power by shaping the opinion of the nation towards
intolerance, extremism, and war phobia against religious minorities and Pakistan.
The minorities, i.e., the Sikhs, Christians, and Muslims are feeling insecure in India.



There are numerous examples of India’s racial discrimination and genocide. The
minorities have been maligned and marginalized from state to societal levels. For
example, 1984 persecution of Sikhs in Delhi, 2002 massacre of Muslims in Gujarat,
2008, the killing of Christians in Odisha resulted in the deaths of thousands of
minorities and most recently the movement by Sikh farmers.
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Modi’s fascist policies have also been questioned and criticized through global
media. For example; “Halt the Hate”, a project by Amnesty International India
documents the alleged hate crimes in India since 2015. Released in 2019, the
report presents a horrific surge in hate crimes motivated by cow vigilantism, caste,
religion, gender, honor killing, and others.



For the last two decades, India has been heavily indulged in hybrid warfare
against Pakistan with state-sponsored belligerent activities. The EU DisinfoLab
report ‘’Indian Chronicles’’ indicated Indian hybrid activities to malign Pakistan’s
image globally.



The report exposed the Indian hostile agenda and true motive against Pakistan.
The 15-year long operation spreading over to 119 states is a clear form of hybrid
warfare against Pakistan.



It was indeed the disinformation campaign against Pakistan and Pakistani
contribution towards regional and global peace. Moreover, the report warned the
world about the bigger Indian designs of misleading the international community
for its own vested interests.



In this aspect, RAW and Shrivastava Group have been greatly indulged in statesponsored terrorist activities across the globe solely to defame Pakistan.



All these recent events show that the BJP-RAW nexus is detrimental to regional
peace and security. Thus, more strong actions must be taken by the international
community to hold India accountable for its illegal actions, human rights violation,
and tyrannies.



Pakistan must push back against Indian attempts to discredit Pakistan
internationally. The country must respond to Indian actions in a measured
manner, knowing the gravity of the issue.
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ANNEXURE 1: TRANSCRIPT’S OF THE SPEECHES
OPENING REMARKS
Ms. Maryam Raza, Research Executive,
Center for Global and Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad
Assalamu Alaikum everyone. It is indeed my pleasure to welcome all of you to today’s
online conference on this significant subject ‘’Exposing India as a Fake Union vis-à-vis
Atrocities by the BJP Regime’. Ladies and Gentlemen, history reveals that on 31st
December 1929, Nehru raised the Indian flag on the bank of Ravi River later asked
supporters of Congress to mark 26th January 1930 as 'Indian Independence Day' and
termed it as (Complete Freedom). Furthermore, on 26th January 1950, Indian constitution
came into force, officially proclaiming India as a republic by replacing the Indian
Government Act of 1935. However, the fascist mentality and failed democracy started
revealing right after getting independence. There are numerous examples of that: like
Forceful Annexation of Kashmir, Goa, Assam, Hyderabad & Junagarh and India has not
fulfilled promises with Assamese, and deceiving Sikhs, Minorities and ethnic groups are
not safe in India, there is massive human rights violation, Moreover India has revoked
Article 370 and 35A, So the racial and ethnic atrocities of Narender Modi’s regime are
often compared to Hitler's fascist ideology. So, this radicalization has once again haunted
the whole world but this time the target is Muslim. On the other hand, we have also seen
that the Kashmir conflict is the legacy of the post-colonial partition of the Indian
subcontinent in 1947. Since then, Indian armed forces have been occupying the disputed
region of Jammu-Kashmir for more than seven decades, killing thousands of people,
committing myriad human rights abuses and turning the valley into the world’s largest
prison. For India, peace means regional hegemony and bullying weaker or smaller states
and overruling conventions and norms. Thus, the BJP-RSS-RAW nexus, along with the
concept of Mahabharata (Great India), has to be reverted. Massive human rights abuses,
state-sponsored terrorism and defying the right to decide Kashmir’s future have long
been the hallmark of India’s illegal rule in occupied Jammu and Kashmir. Our paradise
has suffered the most in this vicious cycle of Indian atrocities and siege. From the claims
and threats of staging false-flag operations inside Azad Kashmir to sending Indian aircraft
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to Balakot, Modi has established the fact that Indian remains open to hostility and bigscale military conflict. So, we must expose Indian false secular claims in light of the
historical and recent events and unveil Indian false façade. That is all from my side. Thank
you very much. Looking forward to hearing from you all!!
Speaker 1
Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed Ali, Chairman, MUSLIM Institute
Topic: Junagarh is Pakistan: Exploring Historical facts and Indian Manipulation.
Bismillah ir Rahman ar Rahim and very good morning. Distinguished guests, scholars,
ladies & gentlemen! I am very thankful to Center for Global & Strategic Studies for
organizing this conference. I extend my thank to President CGSS Lieutenant General
Aamer Riaz HI (M) and Executive Director CGSS Mr. Khalid Taimur Akram for inviting me
to speak about Junagadh State and exposing the Indian Manipulation. I really feel honored
and I also thank CGSS on behalf of his highness Nawab Sahib of Junagarh and the Junagarh
community that you provided this platform to discuss the issue. Junagadh was one of the
562 semi-sovereign princely states at the time of partition. As per the Indian
Independence Act of 1947, the princely states were allowed to decide either to join
anyone of the new Dominions of India and Pakistan or to remain independent. The then
Nawab of Junagadh State, His Highness Nawab Mahabat Khanji, after consulting the multireligious state council, acceded with Pakistan on 15th of September, 1947 and Pakistan’s
flag was hoisted in all over the state and Junagadh officially became part of Pakistan. As
the policy of All India Muslim League for the accession of princely states was very
lucrative, multiple states even of Hindu majority were willing to join Pakistan. India,
having fear of domino effect, believed that if Junagadh is allowed to accede to Pakistan,
there are chances that other states such as Jodhpur, Jainabad, Radhanpur, Dasuda, Vanod
and Bajuna etc. might also accede to Pakistan as these states were already willing to join
Pakistan. However, India left no stone unturned to stop states from acceding to Pakistan.
Even Indian leadership offered Nawab of Bahawalpur, the one of the richest Muslim
states in the sub-continent, to become the first President of the ‘Confederation of
Rajasthan’ consisting of states of the region which nawab Sahab of Bhawalpur
categorically rejected. In the case of Junagadh, India started planning to occupy the state
even before the actual partition took place. The Gujrati newspapers run by the Congress
17
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started publishing made up stories of the cruelties inflicted on the Hindus of the state to
create fear and chaos. One of the leading Hindu newspapers, Janam Bohme, owned by
Amrat Lal Saith maligned the Memons for creating difficulties for the Hindus because of
their loyalties to Pakistan. In addition to fabricating such false narrative, Indian Naval
forces started patrolling of Junagadh’s Veraval port to search and examine all boats
approaching to Junagadh by claiming that ammunition is being transported to Junagadh
from Pakistan. The then Indian naval chief Rear-Admiral J.T.S. Hall was reluctant to take
action because even if transportation of ammunition happened, it was legal for Junagadh
according to the International Maritime Laws, Commonwealth Conventions, and Joint
Defence Council agreements as it was a transportation between two parts of single state
that is Pakistan. Though Mr. Hall conveyed his views to Civil leadership, V.P. Menon
ignored these views and ordered to take strict measures. Ultimately, Indian Army blocked
all supplies coming to Junagadh such as fuel, coal and ration. Moreover, air and postal
links were disconnected; roads and railways were blocked. This whole saga was planned
to spread fear of war among the masses and to force the Nawab to reconsider his decision
of accession which he never did. Finally, Junagadh was completely sealed from all sides
and an artificial law-and-order situation was shaped to create a pretext for Indian
interference in Junagadh – that was now Pakistan. On 9th of November, 1947, the Indian
army advanced its troops in Junagadh State and the occupation was made. The interim
government of Junagadh declared by India that is known as Arzi hakumat lead by
Samaldas Gandhi. India imported people from other parts of India in the Junagarh state
initially to create chaos and violence and later on to take up the power reigns into their
own hands. After Indian occupation on the Junagadh State, a so-called referendum by the
Indian Government with Samaldas Gandhi as its President and Rajkot was declared as it
headquarters. The subordinate vassal states of Junagadh were also invaded and merged
into India. Pundit Nehru sent a telegram to Prime Minister of Pakistan Nawabzada Liaqat
Ali Khan Shaheed saying and I quote, “Our Regional Commissioner at Rajkot has taken
temporarily charge of Junagadh administration. This has been done to avoid disorder and
resulting chaos. We have, however, no desire to continue this arrangement. “In response,
Nawabzada Liaqat Ali Khan sent telegram. He categorically mentioned as I quote, “We
consider your action in taking charge of Junagadh Administration and sending Indian
troops to occupy Junagadh to be a direct act of hostility against Pakistan Dominion. We
demand that you should immediately withdraw your forces, and relinquish charge of
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administration to the rightful ruler and stop people of Union of India from invading
Junagadh and committing acts of violence. “Ladies & Gentlemen! The Indian claims that
Pakistan firstly introduced the tribes in the Kashmir war against India is not
unprecedented. It was not Pakistan but India who brought Hindus from other regions to
Junagadh State to create chaos and disorder and occupy Pakistani territory. So, the
precedence was set by India already in Junagadh which was later practiced by the tribes
in Jammu & Kashmir. The issue of Junagadh State was discussed in United Nations in
January, 1948. However, the Kashmir issue overshadowed the issue of Junagadh in the
UNSC. The current government of Pakistan, in a new political map released in 2020,
claimed Junagadh, Sir Creek and the Manavadar as the territory of Pakistan. The act is the
right step in the right direction. The current Nawab of Junagadh, H. H. Nawab Jahangir
Khanji, with the legal status of sovereign in exile, is very active and vibrant for the
peaceful resolution of the conflict. To conclude, there are a number of examples like
Junagadh that unveil the reality about artificial creation of Union of India. India is not a
country but a region consisting of several nations. The slogan of the Indian Nationalism
was the biggest political fraud of the 20th century which was constructed to maintain
Indian illegal occupation and hegemony in the region. However, occupation cannot last
for long and the Indian occupation on Junagadh and Jammu & Kashmir has to end and all
the nations residing in India have to have their independence. With these words, I once
again thank the organizers and all the participants and honorable panelists. Thank you
very much.
Speaker 2
Advocate Ahmer Bilal Soofi, Former Federal Law Minister
Topic: Applying Human Right Laws in the Indian Occupied Kashmir with
Reference to Non-Violent Movement

Thank you very much. Bismillah ir Rahman ar Rahim. First of all, let me recognize it’s a
pleasure to be a part of this gathering because who have joined this session and this has
been organized by the global institute and I am grateful to the president and also to Mr.
Khalid Taimur for inviting me. We in Pakistan have always believed that Pakistan and
India must improve their relations because they are neighbors and there is every reason
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why there should be cooperation between both the states so that this region is converted
into an economic hub. Given what we are now witnessing enhance cooperation of CPEC
with the China. The opportunities are multifold and multiplying themselves and the
opportunities in neighboring countries are also arising. But unfortunately, this does not
seem to be the case despite the recognized voices of the people from both the sides. Indian
government is held bend to continue with its oppressive approaches not just domestically
but also internationally. Instead of making sure that they cooperate, they disengage and
they choose to interfere not only in terms of money participation but also perpetuating
terrorism in the neighboring countries and in that process, they obstruct the performance
by the neighboring countries including Pakistan of its obligation under counter terrorism
resolutions as well. We also notice that we have been making lot of successive
governments in Pakistan. The establishment in Pakistan more than once have been
making efforts to develop confidence building measures. Some of those measures are
continuing in nature. After my tenure as the minister, we setup a detailed exercise and
we conducted a huge seminar so that we have some sort of framework for legal
diplomacy. In which legal framework should be used for diplomatic over tunes and we
can find solutions legally to lot of diplomatic matters including Jammu and Kashmir.
Again, despite such positive reactions from Pakistan’s side there wasn’t any response and
even the Indian academics were very skeptical. What has happened in Indian side of
Jammu and Kashmir on 5th August 2019 is a very sad development. Not only in terms of
what it has done to the Kashmir but also what it has done to the peace in the region. It has
blocked any processes through which peace can develop and prosper because through
this kind of unilateral violation of international Law and also a gross violation of India’s
own constitution which being recognize by their several international lawyers who have
written on this and Indian press and Indian media have written so much that our center
for excellence at NDU published completion of those articles titled ‘’India criticizes India’’.
So, people from Indian themselves came out saying how 5th August 2019 action violates
Indian constitution. It also violates the bilateral treaties. Pakistan will find it extremely
difficult to move forward with any action to normalize relation with India till such time
the rights of Kashmiri people is given to them or some measures are taken to reverse
what has happened in terms of 5th August 2019. There is no such measure insight despite
initial indication that there might be given that the supreme court of India was cognizant
of this matter. It had taken notice of this Article 370 amendments hauling out process and
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lot of petitions have collectively filed but that case has not come out again and it has
completely been sidelined by the supreme court of India. So, we don’t see any silver lining
coming from the Indian sight. On the contrary, we noticed that the Indian government, its
responsible leaders who were supposed to be more responsive were saying things that
are not understandable. It is not understandable that how official ministers, chief
ministers or the federal secretaries’ cam make statements that can violate UN Charter
and International Law. It is also mind boggling as to the kind of collective ownership or
the official ownership that human rights violations are being given at a governmental
level against minorities particularly Muslims.

The right to resist against illegal

occupation is recognized by multilateral instruments, it is recognized by UNGA
resolutions that has customary standings. It has been recognized by the states in their
position while participating customary norm with reference to Palestine, with reference
to Kashmir. It also been recognized individually by several other national lawyers in USA
and Europe. The right to resist is the fundamental right of the people who are under
occupation. Illegality of occupation is self-evident by the legal context in which Kashmir
dispute has risen. They have the right to resist. Now is there a way that they resort to
non-violent move. As I said nothing prevents them from resorting to measures to that
may involve the use of force. The only thing they have to be mindful of is that the use of
force has to be aimed against a non-civilian target. That is something a qualifier in terms
of use of force in any situation. But if they are resisting any armed attack, a police raid, a
police or military action and the deployment of quantum makes it very clear that
deployment justifies use of arms resistance. This is also established because we also see
it not mainly in human rights lens but international humanitarian law perspective. Under
international humanitarian law this is the situation of non-international armed conflict
for certain given the threshold of the force being used and based on that they have the
right. They also have a right to seek assistance from outsiders. One area of assistance that
I would like to mention before the audience is something that has not explored
extensively. That is the assistance for legal support to them Kashmiris inside Jammu and
Kashmir. Legal support to the Kashmiri freedom fighters inside Jammu and Kashmir. For
example, we know Mr. Yaseen Malik was once resorting to the use of force about 12 or 15
years’ back. The Indian government persuaded him to join mainstream politics which he
chose to and then the cases that were registered against him on the Indian terrorism laws
were held back. Now apparently, they have been revived. The classical example would be
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rendering legal assistance virtually to Mr. Yaseen Malik. Making him legal support
available from lawyers who could be presenting international bar association, European
bar association, Norwegian bar association or anywhere in the world. That assistance is
now available. Lawyers can appear not just for Mr. Yaseen Malik but several other people
who get arrested and face bail issues. They could reach out to the courts in Jammu and
Kashmir. The district and session court in Jammu and Kashmir. Saying look we want to
volunteer our representation for those who have been arrested we want to represent
their causes; we want to connect to their families and therefore we should be allowed
access and if there is a resistance that right our representation then they can approach
the Delhi bar association and others. So that the people inside the valley that are facing
lot of repression and they feel completely left out should have a hand holding process.
Which is perfectly legal, which perfectly in conformity with international law. It is not in
violation of any principle. Everyone who is under arrest has the right of representation.
And if you feel like the right of representation is not adequately reflected or it is not well
regarded, he has the right to seek representation of the lawyer of his choice. And lawyer
of his choosing would mean a lawyer who is someone he is wanting legal support. And
lawyer should be independent. Independent means if the lawyer is someone from Jammu
and Kashmir and he himself is facing a pressure environment his ability to represent his
client his extremely limited. That limitation needs to be removed. That encumbrance on
the legal community in Jammu and Kashmir needs to be removed. We know some lawyers
from that area have moved out. Some of them have come to Pakistan, some of them have
moved to UK but notwithstanding that I think international bar association have legal
support programs where some of the best international lawyers make the services
available for those who are facing human rights situations. I will stop here by putting this
specific suggestion before this gathering and to see where it travels from here. Thank you
very much it’s been a pleasure speaking to you.
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Speaker 3
Prof. Dr. Mahboob Hussain, Chairman, Department of History and Pakistan
Studies, University of the Punjab, Lahore
Topic: The Forced Annexation of Goa, Assam, and Hyderabad: Analysis on
minority crisis in India
Bismillah ir Rahman ar Rahim. First, I would like to thanks, the organizers of the
conference mean, Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS) I feel honor being part of
this Online conference with the distinguished Panelists like his Excellency Nawab of
Junagarh, Sahibzad Sultan Ahmed Ali. Ahmer Bilal Soofi Sahib and other senior
colleagues. Being the student of history, I shall try to trace out the mindset of BJP as far
as the concern of the forced annexation of the Goa, Assam, Hyderabad and other states
that are mentioned by Sahibzad Sultan Ahmed Sahib. At the time of the independence
more than 560 princely states were there. The clear road map for the annexation was
mentioned in the documents of the independence to accede to the dominion of either
Pakistan or India. But India directly and indirectly not only enforced by threatened the
states but also invaded few of the states. There are many examples available like state of
Bhopal, Hyderabad, Junagarh and some other states. So, there are some points I would
like to trace the mindset of the BJP government because there are many studies available
who clearly show the atrocities of Modi. I would like to share some slides.
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The mindset of BJP under MODI.

The policies made by BJP led the government to encourage Hindu national organizations
to take initiatives to fulfill their desires. The motivations run by Hindu groups to make
the non-Hindu people embrace Hinduism. The policies reveal the real face of the BJP, their
intentions towards the minorities, which are discouraging the people of other religions.
So, first non-secular attitude of India under Modi. We all know that India claims that it’s
a secular country and its constitution is one of the largest and biggest documents in the
field of constitution. There are many reports and studies are available that showing RSS
and BJP are Hindu nationalists. India is portraying itself as a global state having the
secular mindset but in actual the policies of Indian government are distinctively Hindu.
The construction of Hindu temple by destroying the 16th century mosque, the famous
Babri Masjid, clearly shows the non-secular face of Indian government. The religious
polarization is one of the big reasons behind Modi’s success in both elections. In fact,
during the second term, Modi’s policies are more aggressive at home and abroad. If we
talk about the use of media in India. They are using media to propagate the ideology of
Hindutva and they are moving towards a path that can create a Hindu Nation. Media is
used by BJP not only for the communications but also aggressive message to win the
hearts and minds of the voters for BJP. Re-election of Narendra Modi as Indian prime
minister has resulted in increasing Hindu nationalism and increasing fascism in India.
Narendra Modi always portrays himself as a Hindu nationalist and always pursuing the
policies of Hindu National politics. The re-election of Modi can be called as a referendum
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on violence against minorities, social exclusion of minorities, and on fascism conducted
by RSS and BJP in India.

If we talk about the Fascist Outlook there are many examples of intolerance and
extremism, war ethnic cleansing. Modi government in India are completely following the
basic elements of fascist outlook by adopting the policies of denial of basic human rights
and equality, creating distrust among population, promoting the violence based on lies.
The BJP has come into power through shaping the opinion of the nation towards
intolerance, extremism, and war phobia against religious minorities and Pakistan. The
minorities, the Sikhs, Christians, and Muslims, are feeling insecure, and there is no
remedy when they raise their voice in the parliament on the house of the floor or in the
judiciary. It is the end of secular India.
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Communal and Human rights issue during Modi regime is the common phenomena. The
issue of Human rights violation in India has always been remained a concern for the
global world. Human rights of minorities are constantly undermined by the Indian
government particularly during present regime. Communal violence in India is a perfect
manifestation of the violence against minorities.

There are some examples of human rights violations with trace the history. The 1984
persecution of Sikhs in Delhi, similarly 2002 massacre of Muslims in Gujarat, 2008 killing
of Christians in Odisha resulted in the deaths of thousands of minorities and most
recently the movement by farmers. Anti-Muslim policies.
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One of the examples of anti-Muslim policies was shown in December 2019, when the BJP
government presented and passed anti-Muslim the Citizenship (Amendment) Act 2019.
The Citizenship Act of 1955 gave a path to Indian citizenship for Hindu, Sikh, Jain, Parsi
and Christian religious minorities, who had fled from Pakistan, Bangladesh, and
Afghanistan before December 2014. The status shows the ugly face of Indian secularism.
Modi government has introduced the controversial citizenship bill in the parliament that
clearly based on the discrimination between refugees due to their religion. Citizenship
Amendment Bill fueled a large hue and cry within India particularly from minorities. Most
recent examples are present from the pandemic time, Modi government has targeted the
minorities directly and indirectly. They blame the muslims that they carry pandemic
from Pakistan or any other part of the world. Recent example of using water cannons and
tear gas shell over the lawful protest of the farmers in New Delhi clearly shows the fascist
behavior of Modi government in India. This type of policies is compelling the scholars,
politicians, researchers and activists to think that whether India is becoming a fascist
state due to increasing authoritarian tendency of Modi government. And as mentioned by
Ahmed Bilal Soofi Sahab about Kashmir Revocation of article 370 and Kashmir issue
revoking of constitutional autonomy of Indian held Kashmir in 2019 followed by the
curfew in that area raised a large hue and cry in Indian held Kashmir. By abrogation of
Article 370 in Jammu and Kashmir, where the BJP government has abrogated all human
rights, inserted more troops, and turned the valley into jail for Kashmiri Muslims. The
Kashmiri people has been deprived from freedom of expression, freedom of association
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and freedom of movement by imposing curfew and by banning the communication means
and international media. The political leaders of Kashmir faced detention to prevent them
from taking part and leading any anti-government protest and demonstration. These
types of legislations do not only destabilize the states internally but also these have
regional and global implications in terms of creating instability in the regional balance of
power sometimes. This deliberate attempt to convert Muslim majority area into Muslim
minority also depicts the fascist behavior of current government. If we talk about some
mob riots, Interestingly the government has not only failed to stop this violence against
minorities in India but also playing instrumental role in provoking such type of violence
against minorities to make India a Hindutva state to get the dream of RSS realized. These
internal riots and external policies are clear indicator of authoritarian character of Indian
government which is very far away from democratic values and norms of India that they
were claiming from time to time. The Muslims primarily are being targeted by mobs fully
supported by the government. Police and some state agencies are involved in attacking
Muslims in universities and Madrassas. Extremists pose threats to Muslims, and Muslims
are living in an atmosphere of fear. Its common notion that the BJP is in power and
extremists believe that no one is there to stop them. Not only Muslims are being targeted,
but also other minorities are feeling themselves insecure, especially the low-caste who
are also treated inhumanely.
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if we trace out some global response of Modi’s policies there are many available through
media, through talk shows, through academic research articles.

Some examples I

highlight in this slide. “Halt the Hate” a project by Amnesty International India,
documents the alleged hate crimes in India since 2015 released their report in 2019. The
report shows horrific surge in hate crimes motivated by cow vigilantism, caste, religion,
gender, honor killing and others. United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
called the act as structural discrimination as the experts describe that the bill is used
against the minorities, especially Muslims. International media is criticizing the Modi on
its fascist policies that is endangered the peace and stability of South Asian region. former
Australian Senator also criticized. Our Imran Khan, Prime Minister of Pakistan, has
spoken about fascist ideology of Indian government in general and of Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in particular on many occasions.

So, I conclude here by saying that two of the key features of BJP government are its antiMuslim by portraying them as aliens or invaders who persecuted Hindus in past. So, its
Hindutva ideology with the major support of Hindus to create Indian state and society as
only Hindu Rashtra (Hindu Nation). It is further argued by them that Muslims of
subcontinent has acquired a homeland through partition, so the Muslims left behind after
partition are disloyal to India. So, this notion or narrative telling by the Hindus, that
Muslims are disloyal to Indian state.
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So, it can be concluded that far-rights trends in Indian politics have been phenomenon.
After Modi’s premiership since 2014, the core value of Secularism of Indian Constitution
is under threat due to project of Hindutva by BJP. The minorities have been maligned and
marginalized from state level to societal level. Due to the fostering of non-secular project
of Modi government, intolerance in Indian society rise against religious minorities. So,
this is from my side and once again I will like to thanks the organizers of the conference
for giving me the opportunities to share my views. Thank you very much.
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Speaker 4
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Khan, Department of Politics & International Relations,
International Islamic University, Islamabad
Topic: Modi’s Atrocities in Kashmir: Assessing latest situation and options for
Pakistan.
Bismillah ir Rahman ar Rahim.Thank you so much Laraib, thank you so much CGSS, as it
is a very important issue. And today since India is celebrating its Republic Day therefore
a very important occasion is chosen because this is the right time to indeed expose what
India is doing in entire India, but apart from what India is doing against the Muslims and
against all the minorities. Coming to my specific topic. What India wants in Indian
Occupied Jammu and Kashmir (IOK) is the primary question to understand the Modi’s
atrocities in IOK. This indeed is part of Indian occupation of a major portion of state ever
since 1947 and the systematic process of Kashmiri’s genocide since 1990. Kashmir, not
the Kashmiris is what India wants in IOK. In order to do that, it has to continue its illegal
occupation of the IOK and atrocities at the same time. I mean the two processes a
continuing in the parallel. India has finally realized that, people of the Kashmir will never
accept Indian constitution nor will they ever accept Indian rule over their state. In
1949/50, India tried to entice the Kashmiris of IOK through Article 370, giving it a special
status and later in 1954; Article 35A was added for temporarily stopping the Kashmiri’s
in their struggle for achievement of their right of self-determination. But behind this what
the strategy of India was very important and we have to understand that. It was a strategy
to gradually absorb Kashmir and Kashmiris into Indian union over the period of time. But
India could not undo the element of Kashmiriyat from the people of IOK and their desire
to become part of Pakistan for what they started this movement. Let me be very specific
that it started somewhere alongside the All-India Muslim League. And 1931 was very
prominent year when Kashmiris politically emerged as a separate identity.

The

Kashmiris all over the globe maintained their identity. In 1990, New Delhi had principally
decided to take a final drive for terrorizing and brutalizing Kashmiris for the acceptance
of Indian rule and authority of New Delhi as the authority in the state. The rise of
Kashmiris for their UN mandated in 1990 was responded by killing them at will, torturing
them, arresting them, burning their houses and using rape and molestation of women folk
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as a weapon of war to punish all those have the germs of freedom from Indian occupation.
Now after killing of over 100,000 Kashmiris and raping over 13000 women India realized
that, the element of hatred in Kashmiris against India, its military and its constitution has
increased many-folds. Indeed, no one in IOK is ready to accept the Indian Rule since
everyone in IOK wants freedom from Indian occupation. Ever since Modi took over as the
Prime Minister of India in 2014, India has unleashed a reign of terror in IOK. Under him
Indian Army and paramilitary forces of India were ordered to shoot any Kashmir at will
with complete impunity. The Indian illegal act of annexation of IOK on August 5, 2019
was the ultimate, well-planned and futuristic to undo the statehood and Kashmiris
identity as Kashmiriat. Thereafter a fresh reign of terror was unleashed over the besieged
Kashmiris with curfew imposed all over the occupied state most of the time. In the post
August 5, 2019 genocide strategy, India is systematically killing Kashmiris as a campaign
through deployment of its 900,000 security forces. The Modi’s strategy of atrocities in
IOK has seven major parts: One, killing Kashmiris on spot even in the presence of entire
family and children since Indian military and paramilitary forces have complete impunity
under Indian special power acts; AFSPA and PSA. Two, arrest the people particularly
youth and take them to detention centres where they are put through a heartless process
of tease and torture until death or paralysis for rest of the life. Three, arrest and execution
either through stage managed fake encounters or else custodial killings. This is indeed
another form India is applying ever since 1990 but it intensified after 2014 ever since the
Modi took over. Four, detonating and burning of houses after alleging that, Kashmiri
activists are inside these houses thus, there are threats of retaliations to Indian security
forces. Five, persecution and raping of Kashmiri women while blaming them for
providing protection to their relatives, struggling for their right of self-determination and
opposing the Indian forces openly. Six; undertaking massive demographic changes in IOK
to reduce the percentage of Muslim population by illegally settling the non-Kashmiri
Hindu population from various parts of India. Under new domicile law of April 1, 2020,
India has issued millions of domicile certificates to non-Kashmiri Hindus from various
parts of India which is a grave violation of Fourth Geneva Convention. Article 49(6) of
Fourth Geneva Convention prohibits occupying power(s) to transfer its own population
into the occupied territory. Indeed, this is yet another aspect, covered under the blatant
human rights violation. Seven: using NIA (National Investigation Authority) as tool to
search any Kashmiri individually, their houses, offices, work places and the community
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centres just to harass, tease and torture Kashmiris. NIA arrest the Kashmiri masses just
on suspicions for their alleged linkages with Pakistan. All these acts of Indian military, its
paramilitary forces and NIA are part of larger Indian strategy of achieving the total
control over IOK at any cost, may be the genocide of the people of Kashmir especially the
Kashmiri youth. The worst part of this Indian strategy is that, it is not challenged by; any
one and any state, any international forum, any human rights organization, any major
power, any Muslim state, OIC and above all the United Nations Organization which has
passed over two dozen resolutions about the disputed nature of Jammu and Kashmir and
right of self-determination of Kashmiris. In the absence of any international
accountability or even condemnation of its brutal acts against Kashmiris, India gets
inspiration to further intensify the process of Kashmiris genocide through brutal use of
its over 900,000 security forces deployed in IOK. India is using the systematic process of
genocide of Kashmiris as a last resort for controlling and illegally consolidating its
occupation of IOK. Indian strategic partnership with major powers, its superior
diplomacy, its media overtures and political engagements all over the globe are providing
shield over Indian acts of genocide in IOK. Whereas India is perpetrating massive human
rights violations in IOK through abovementioned strategy, the question arises; India has
the policy to kill the Kashmiris, genocide the Kashmiris and brutalize the Kashmiris but
do we have a strategy to counter the Indian terrible acts in IOK. Indeed, there is no such
strategy or Kashmir policy with Pakistan to pursue the resolution of Kashmir dispute. In
the absence of a clear Kashmir Policy, no worthwhile action could be initiated to counter
the Indian atrocities in IOK and its illegal act of annexing the state with Indian union as
union territories. In must systematically organize various steps. As a way forward let’s
formulate a Kashmir policy with a clear aim to resolve the dispute as per the wishes
Kashmiris in the light of UN resolutions. The Kashmir policy must entail the strategies
like: a) compelling India to immediately stop the human rights violations in IOK, b)
constraining India from making the demographic changes in IOK, c) demilitarization of
population centres in IOK, restricting military deployment only along ceasefire line (LoC),
d) restoration of statehood of IOK with special status as it was before 1951 and e)
negotiations under UN for the resolution of Kashmir dispute as per the UN resolutions.
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Speaker 5
Dr. Aiysha Safdar, Head of International Relations Department, Kinnaird College
for Women University, Lahore, Pakistan
Topic: BJP-RAW nexus: Detrimental to regional peace and stability.
Assalam Alaikum. I feel extremely privileged to be the part of this online conference and
I am thankful CGSS and Col Khalid Taimur for giving me this opportunity to express my
views on BJP-RAW Nexus: Detrimental to regional peace and stability. I start by giving
you a brief history of RAW and then giving you its main objectives. The Research and
Analysis Wing (RAW) of India has long been accused of interfering in affairs of
neighboring countries. Founded in 1969, it primarily aimed at countering regional and
international influence of Pakistan and China. RAW has steadily expanded its claws far
beyond the region. If we recall we don’t find any formal history or government document
alluding to the official mandate of RAW exists. The organization continued to be shrouded
in its cloak and dagger image until 1969 when some members of the Congress
government started talking about India’s “Secret Service”. In the years, following India’s
humiliating military defeat in war against China in 1962, search for the men that would
head RAW became crucial. Because at the time not many in Indian intelligence bureau
had the experience or expertise in the trade. The spotlight focused on one Rameshwar
Nath Kao who worked for the IB during the days of Nehru. This was in mid-sixties. Kao
along with another bureaucrat K. Sankaran paired up in later years to set up the
organization from scratch. The first two desks to be revamped were those of Pakistan and
China. From an annual budget of Rs 2 crores in 1969, RAW financing grew to 10 crores in
a short time. The personnel strength meanwhile enlarged to about 7,000 in few years.
Broadly speaking, the objectives of RAW in its field of operations lie in: Keeping sharp eye
on supply of military hardware to Pakistan by countries principally the US, China and
Europe harnessing large ethnic Indian population in foreign countries as a powerful
lobby for overt and covert purposes. I think it is very important to mention here that RAW
plays no role in internal domestic matters. Its main objective is to gather and analyse
information which would help safeguard the security of India. The field of operation was
and has largely remained outside the country. However, under Modi, a powerful effort
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now appears to be underway to trump up anti-Pakistan narrative abroad using the
country’s diplomatic corps and diaspora using modern technology including social media.
We know that Pakistan has been engaged in Clandestine Activities as well and it is no
secret that RAW played a critical role against Pakistan during 1971 civil war in former
East Pakistan. Through RAW, India vehemently aided and abetted Mukti Bahinis to
embroil Pakistan’s military in a two-front war. It blocked military logistics
reinforcements between two wings of the then Pakistan by staging hijacking of a
commercial aircraft (Ganga) and bringing it to Lahore. While it was all documented by
Indian analysts and scholars, it has lately been acknowledged by no less than Prime
Minister Modi himself while on a visit to Bangladesh. We also see that recently RAW has
been involved in Pakistan. This is the reality. No one can deny a recent bomb blast in
densely commercial centre of Lahore (Anarkali), the MoI laid the blame at the doorstep
of RAW. Also, in addition to this RAW has also successfully lobbied against Pakistan in
international floors including FATF, United Nations and prevented entry it’s into IORA as
well. Since the topic given to me is to develop nexus between RW and BJP so I will be
discussing RAW under MODI. Modi's obsession with Pakistan, failure in Afghanistan and
lockdown in Kashmir while fiercely advancing Hindutva policy at home has placed (RAW)
under unprecedented pressure on RAW. In the North, poor ties with China and situations
like Doklam and Ladakh have placed premium on the secret service. But the developing
global and regional geopolitics have helped nonetheless. Under Modi India has managed
to establish bases in Islands and littorals of Indian Ocean. This includes Seychelles,
Mauritius and a naval base in Oman (Duqm). The country is in strategic embrace with
Arab world especially Saudi Arabia and UAE, both erstwhile friends of Pakistan. Not only
this the country has Strategic ties with United States especially during the watch of
former President Trump and renewed vigour in relationship with Israel have provided
Modi flexibility of a strong exterior manoeuvre. The presence of large diaspora in Gulf
and United States is icing on the cake. All of this is exploited to its advantage by RAW
using country’s diplomatic and other clandestine means all of which aim to: Marginalise
Pakistan and offset Islamabad’s ongoing efforts to seek diplomatic and financial relief for
Taliban government in Afghanistan. Ward off international concerns on gross HR
violations in IHK. Project Pakistan as exporter of terrorism. Defame and blemish image of
Pakistan and whip up anti-Balochistan sentiments globally. Stir up anti-China, anti CPEC
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propaganda to draw diplomatic mileage for India.With this I will be very briefly talking
about Modi Boval Doctrine. When the Modi assumed office in May 2014, Ajit Doval was
named National Security Advisor. Doval was former Director of the Intelligence Bureau
(IB) and served for seven years in Islamabad. Interesting Former (RAW) Chief AS Daulat
called him ‘the hawkish; a conspirator and a liar. His anti-Muslim and anti-Pakistan
policies are now in the open. His programmes and views are known as the Doval ideology.
With the backing of PM, Doval is committed to replace all Gandhian and Nehruvian
approaches with Hindutva philosophy. Intelligence operations under Modi-Doval have
political undertone with Delhi advising intelligence outposts to use the foreign Hindutva
brigade and modern technology to advance a powerful anti-Pakistan narrative overseas.
Use of technology is not limited to this narrative alone but to disseminate hate as well.
Reportedly, BJP aided by RAW has inducted 200,000 social media experts to build what
is known as “Cyber Sena”. Through a network of fake accounts including some 18,000
twitter and 170,000 WhatsApp accounts, this brigade aims to spread hate against
Muslims in India and defame Pakistan and other targeted countries in the international
arena. The last point that I have to discuss is False Flag Operations.It is said that, “If you
tell a big enough lie and tell it frequently enough, it will be believed”. This word comes
from nautical world where ships fly false flag to mask true identity. In foreign relations, a
false flag operation is one performed by one party or government and intended to be seen
as abetted or orchestrated by some other. These coercive tactics are used as a ploy to
build image against an adversary and deceive public and (or) world at large. False flag
operations have been a component of Indian statecraft for quite some time. But it has
gained traction in the watch of Modi. From famous Ganga aircraft hijacking in 1971
Mumbai attacks and from Pulwama to Balakot, India has orchestrated operations with
two-fold purposes: to malign Pakistan as rogue and a state sponsoring terror, and second
to divert international attention away from internal unrest and pogroms against Muslims.
So just as once of the panelist quoted, Today the siege in Kashmir rightly claimed as the
world’s biggest prison, Pakistan’s changed relationship with the United States and China’s
CPEC provide RAW and its Executive head a fertile ground to shift global focus away from
India. Pakistan has frequently refuted false attempts by India aimed at damaging
Pakistan's image in the international arena. The Indian administration has failed to
present any meaningful or concrete evidence of Pakistan’s involvement in major acts of
terror. In recent times, EU DisinfoLab issued a paper named “Indian Chronicles”. Its
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exposed India's misinformation campaign against Pakistan using fake news, fraudulent
testimony before the UN Human Rights Commission, and hostile propaganda involving
EU lawmakers. Earlier in 2019, DisinfoLab discovered 256 pro-Indian websites operating
in 65 countries and spreading misinformation against Pakistan. So, this brings me to the
conclusion, by telling you that according to London Economist, Covid has left some 5
million Indians dead, the world’s highest toll. There is little doubt that India is in for
another massive wave. If the current trend is any measure, it is estimated to be superexponential. Though it is still a far cry from the 400,000 new cases a day when the second
wave struck in last May, given the poorly performing economy, rising unemployment and
falling image in international community, it would NOT be farfetched to assume that Modi
government will use RAW to orchestrate another false flag operation against Pakistan.
The consequences can be fatally dangerous as Pakistan has already indicated that it will
be compelled to respond in case any military misadventure is initiated by Modi
government. So, India needs to be very careful about this. So, this brings me to the end
of my discussion thank you so much for your time.
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Speech and Vote of Thanks by
Guest of Honor His Highness Nawab Jahangir Khanji, Nawab of Junagarh
Thank you for having me on online conference, Exposing India as a fake union and BJP
regime. Extremely thankful to this center Global and Strategic Studies, press information
department, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Government of Pakistan for
organizing this very important seminar online. I would like to thank the government of
Pakistan for showing Junagarh with Pakistan in the official map. I would like to present
you with some basic facts about Junagarh as we all know that very little is spoken about
Junagarh in the last years since the creation of Pakistan. Junagarh was actually a firstclass gun salute state in the western India states agency. The area of Junagarh is
approximately 4000 sqmi, rich and fertile land and it lies on the south west portion of the
former Khatiawar peninsula. It was founded in the South by Arabian sea. The state
commanded sea ports approximately 90 miles of delightful golden beaches, sandy
beaches and we had 16 natural ports over there out of which principal port was Veraval,
which is always sought has gateway between middle east and India. So, we have about
approximately 999 towns and villages. The capital of Junagarh was actually called
Junagarh. At the time of the partition of subcontinent as the right of choice was given in
accordance with international law endorsed by the British Parliament. The right of choice
to exceed to either dominions of Hindustan or dominions of Pakistan or whether to
remain independent. These three choices were given. So, my Grandfather being the
sovereign rulers of the Junagarh and the state council that had the representation of both
the communities Muslims and Hindus asked them weather they want to join Pakistan or
India. Even the Hindu community said we are ready for whatever decision Nawab sahib
takes because whatever decision he takes we are assuring will be in the best interest for
us and our future generations. So Nawab Muhammad Mahabat Khanji my grandfather
decided to join Pakistan. It was not his personal decision it also carried the weight of
Junagarh state council which is off course the decision of people of Junagarh. So, as we all
are well aware that Junagarh was a touristic place, we had the Gir forest, on which a
national geographic society, the animal planet and the discovery has made so many
documentaries on very renowned forest. The specialty was that it was actually the strong
world of the Asiatic land and it was only place besides Africa where we had lions in a
natural habitat and of course there was so much wild life. So, Junagarh could be the
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touristic resort. The people in Junagarh have suffered so much, I often give messages to
the people there that you are my people because we have to keep this in mind that in the
light of international law that the Nawab of Junagarh is the de jure sovereign of the state
of Junagarh. In law it is a position defacto dejure that the fact remains that my grandfather
made his decision to accede to Pakistan. The Indian army very systematically took over
the physical possession of the Junagarh with the force of its military might. So, we see that
it is an act of aggression on the soil of Pakistan. I have read the Charter of UN which says
that no larger country must take possession of the smaller country with the force of its
military might. So, India has already committed an act of regression. After my grandfather
had come here on 25th of October after the signing of instrument of accession. India came
to know that Nawab Sahib is not here so he took the physical possession of the territories
of the Junagarh. As we all are aware and we can see the atrocities Indian has been
committing in Kashmir and other parts of India. I think India has no place for any other
religion except for Hindu to live. That is of course very unfortunate. India is blaming
Muslims for everything but they must know that if Muslims were the way they are
portraying Muslims than I don’t think there would be a single Hindu in India today. They
all would have been converted into Muslims long ago several generations back. They also
have to keep in mind that it was us Muslims who made Indian empire. But still today we
the Muslims are being blamed for everything. The way they are spreading the false
propaganda they are misguiding the youth. It is a very important seminar today and we
all must talk about India’s injustice India has been doing. I congratulate the organizers
from the depth of my heart and of course this lovely think tank we have in Islamabad. We
are honored that we have Sahibzada His Excellence Sultan Ahmed Ali Sahab who is
Dewan of Junagarh state. It is lovely to have Advocate Bilal Soofi Sahib here. As far
Sahibzada Sahib is concerned I am very thankful to the royal house of the Hazrat Sultan,
Excellence Sultan Ahmed Ali Sahab supporting me for last 20 years on the issue of
Junagarh. I think this issue would not come up to the places where it stands today without
their support. It is lovely to see him speak today. We have been having many meetings
with Bilal Soofi Sahib because it is a very legal issue. This is one of the issues of this world
where we asking for our rights without taking any violent steps. We want to do this very
peacefully. We want to take the issue of Junagarh on all the international forums which
we are going to do in future InshaAllah. We want to deal with Junagarh in a very passive
manner and in a non-violent manner. In terms of diplomacy and in terms of public
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relations. So, I hope you know we will be successful in the future. As far Kashmir is
concerned, UN has given several resolutions but India just does not want to except those
resolutions so this means that India’s policy is directly in conflict with the policies of the
UNO and as we all well aware that there was SCO meeting going on and Indian national
security advisor was not very happy to see the map of Junagarh along the map of Pakistan.
It was very nice see Russia and China kept quiet over it. Let me say they endorsed. If India
says majority of the people in the state were the Hindu community so that was not the
criteria because it was the right of choice given to the sovereign and there are so many
states in India which had the majority Muslims population but the leader was Hindu
Rajput or Sikh. So, if that is the case then we have to revisit all those states who had
Muslim majority. Junagarh was the very rich state out of the 562 states princely states. It
comes 2 in terms of revenues after Hyderabad. In the entire princely order Junagarh was
a very welfare state where education was free from primary to the highest level. If we talk
about the healthcare the hospitalization and medicine everything was Junagarh states
responsibility. Not only that there were langars for the people who were needy. There
were hardly no taxes and people were very happy. The Hindu communities were happy
as well as there were no discriminations. In our administration of Junagarh state there
were very high-ranking administrators. People were very happy with services provided
to them. Hindus were very happy because there was no discrimination in that sense. In
our administration of Junagarh state, we had Hindu’s at high-ranking positions even at
the position of the primes minister. We had our own railway system. And of course, our
own ports. This income that is coming from the state of Junagarh should have come here
that India is taking. I want to talk about the jewelry at the exhibition of Junagarh years
back I have some proofs about that. Then there were so many chairs of pure gold than
there were so many chairs of silver. It was extremely rich state and it was like a fairytale.
So, all the palaces. Main thing is the people were very happy. India has definitely with its
army is killing, shooting and torturing its own people. Now it has spread all over India.
Somebody has to get up and talk about it. We are doing that because I think this is our
moral obligation. Thank you, Fatima Sahiba, for giving me the honor. Thank you, all the
guest speakers. It was a pleasure to hear you. Salamalaikum.
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ANNEXURE 2: PRESS RELEASE
On 26th January 2022, Online Conference on ‘’Exposing India as a Fake Union vis-à-vis
Atrocities by the BJP Regime’’ was jointly organized by the Press Information Department
(PID), Federal Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, and Center for Global and
Strategic Studies (CGSS) Islamabad.
The Online Conference aimed to unveil the tyrannies by the Indian government after the
so-called declared ‘Indian Independence Day’ by Jawaharlal Nehru. The conference also
integrated experts to discuss India’s imperfect/fake union of contradictory ideologies
and provide suggestions to counter radicalization by the fascist Modi regime.
Guest of Honor His Highness Nawab Jahangir Khanji, Nawab of Junagadh discussed how
the Nawab of Junaghar Mohammad Mahabat Khanji III decided to join Pakistan. It was
not his desire rather the decision was taken by the state union. However Indian army
forcefully annexed the state with India. Since independence India is doing atrocities
against Muslims and other religious groups. This clearly shows the intentions of India to
create a Hindu state. They are misguiding the youth by spreading fake news about
Pakistan and Muslims. He thanked CGSS for supporting the rightful right of the state of
Junagarh. He highlighted that we want to take the issue of Junagarh to different
international platforms as we will not rest and will not stay quiet till we have achieved
the goal of the liberation of Junagarh.
Advocate Ahmer Bilal Soofi, Former Federal Law Minister, shared his views on the topic
of Applying Human Right Laws in the Indian Occupied Kashmir with Reference to the
Non-Violent Movement.
He discussed that Pakistan has always tried to maintain its bilateral relations with India
to enhance the prospects for regional peace. However, the Indian government has always
setback Pakistan’s efforts with its oppressive and extremist policies.
Furthermore, violations by India in Kashmir since 5th August 2019. To counter the
reaction of Kashmiris, the Indian government took preemptive action. Several Indian
troops were deployed to the region. Section 144 was imposed under which any type of
free movement or congregation of Kashmiris was restricted. Internet and mobile services
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were suspended to cut the contact of Kashmiri people with the world. He suggested that
the international community must take action against Indian atrocities as Kashmiri
people are not just feeling repressed rather, they are feeling left out. He also suggested
that legal aid must be arranged for the people of Kashmir to help them in their resistance
against illegal occupation.
H.E Sahibzada Sultan Ahmed Ali, Chairman, MUSLIM Institute, shared his views on the
topic Junagarh is Pakistan: Exploring Historical facts and Indian Manipulation. He
discussed the forceful annexation of Junagarh by India against the will of Nawab of
Junagarh. Indian army advanced its troops in the Junagarh state creating a situation of
chaos. Pakistan’s government condemned this violent act by the Indian army.
He further discussed that the forceful annexation of Junagarh is not just the occupation
rather it is an invasion and unlawful under International Law. The slogan of Indian
Nationalism is the biggest political fraud of the 20th century which is constructed to
maintain Indian illegal occupation and hegemony in the region.
Prof. Dr. Mahboob Hussain, Chairman, Department of History and Pakistan Studies,
University of Punjab, Lahore discussed the Forced Annexation of Goa, Assam, and
Hyderabad: Analysis on minority crisis in India.
He commenced his presentation by unveiling the non-secular mindset of RSS and BJP. The
state of India claims to be a Secular Democracy but the famous incidents like Babri Masjid
and massacre of Muslims in Gujrat clearly show the non-secular face of the Indian
government.
He further discussed how India is misusing media to propagate the ideology of Hindutva
to achieve its goal of creating Hindu Rashtra. The Modi government is conducting massive
atrocities against religious minorities living in India. The revocation of Article 370 and
the Citizenship Amendment Act 2019 shows the fascist elements of Indian policy. India’s
extremist and oppressive policies are not just a concern for the state’s internal security
rather it has regional implications too. There is a huge criticism from international media
against India’s nationalist policies. Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan has also raised
his voice on several international platforms in support of Kashmir.
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Dr. Aiysha Safdar, Head of International Relations Department, Kinnaird College for
Women University, Lahore shared her analysis on the topic BJP-RAW nexus: Detrimental
to regional peace and stability.
She highlighted that RAW since its establishment is trying to counter the regional
influence of Pakistan and China. It plays no role in internal domestic matters. of India. The
field of operation was and has largely remained outside the country. It played a major
role in sparking the civil war in Pakistan.
She further discussed that a powerful effort now appears to be underway to trump up the
anti-Pakistan narrative abroad using the country’s diplomatic corps and diaspora using
modern technology including social media. Modi’s obsession with Pakistan makes RAW
an important factor in creating a negative narrative of Pakistan. RAW-BJP nexus is playing
a crucial role in decaying Pakistan's positive image internationally. The major objective
behind this is to shift global attention from what is happening in India.
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Khan, Department of Politics & International Relations,
International Islamic University, Islamabad explained Modi’s Atrocities in Kashmir:
Assessing latest situation and options for Pakistan.
He discussed that India's unilateral action of scrapping the special status of India with the
abrogation of Article 370 will never be accepted by the people of Kashmir. By giving an
overview of the history, he explained that since 1947 India is violating fundamental
human rights in Kashmir.
Furthermore, India continues to be the site of significant human rights violations. Indian
forces are assaulting the people of Kashmir irrespective of age and gender. Widespread
abuses were carried out including unlawful and arbitrary killings, torture, and
extrajudicial killings by police and security forces. The government officials were
involved in cruel crimes like arbitrary arrests, rape, torture, and corruption. He suggested
that the Kashmir policy must entail the strategies like compelling India to immediately
stop the human rights violations in IOK, and demilitarization of population centers in IOK,
restricting military deployment only along the ceasefire line.
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Ms. Maryam Raza, Research Executive, Center for Global and Strategic Studies highlighted
that the forceful annexation of Kashmir, Goa, Assam, Hyderabad & Junagarh reveals the
fascist mentality and failed democracy. India has been conducting massive Human Rights
violations against several communal groups. We must expose Indian false secular claims
in light of the historical and recent events and unveil their false façade to the international
world.
The conference was moderated by Ms. Laraib Fatima Hassan, Communication &
Coordination Executive, Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad. It was
attended by 50 participants and was also viewed live on various social media platforms.
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ANNEXURE 3: VIDEO COVERAGE
CGSS Youtube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17hBwZYAtBg
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